UNIVERSITY OF MUMBAI

Duration: 3 Years
Date of formation: - 6th May 2016.
Ad-hoc Board of Studies in Aviation
(102)

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE AD-HOC BOARD OF STUDIES IN AVIATION

1) Capt. Mihir Bhagwati (Chairman)
   Bombay Flying Club,
   Juhu Aerodrome, S. V. road,
   Opposite Nanavai Hospital,
   Vileparle {W},
   Mumbai -400 056

2) Shri. M.T. Bokade,
   B-16/2, New Air Port Colony
   Vile-Parle (East),
   Mumbai - 400 049.

3) Wing Commander S.C. Mehta,
   A-202/203, Prism Enclave,
   Akurli Road, Lokhandwala Township,
   Kandivali (E),
   Mumbai – 400 101.

4) Flying Officer C. Kumar
   25, Sea Queen,
   Juhu Tara Road,
   Mumbai – 400 049.

5) Shri Ajay B. Joshi,
   C-402, Padmarag Co-op Hag.Soc.,
   J.B. Nagar,Andheri (East),
   Mumbai – 400 059.

Sd/-
Dr.M.A.Khan
REGISTRAR